WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS

Resource Person:
Ms Rashmi Chari

A well-known name in teachers training and various types of workshops, Ms Chari having more than 30 years of experience in education and training sector conducted a participative workshop in school. She is currently Member of Education Research & Innovations Committee (ERIC) of Minister of HRD, Government of India. She has conducted thousands of training sessions in India and abroad.

She has also been invited as resource person in workshop organised by international agencies such as WORLD BANK, UNODC and UNFPA on various aspects of school education in India.

Introduction:
There is always the scope to learn, keeping this in mind an intensive workshop for teachers was organised to update the knowledge and sharpen the skills. This workshop will definitely help all of us to meet the growing pace of the world in education community. In this workshop several new things were discussed and few updates to the existing practices were given. During this workshop teachers discussed their hurdles in classroom with the resource person. It was real example of two-way interaction and problem solving.

Attendance:
45 Teachers of Jaypee Vidya Mandir (Main Campus) Anoopshahr teaches classes Nur to III and IX to XII were benefited by attending this workshop.

Opening:
The workshop was opened at 2:30 p.m. with a welcome statement by the Principal of the school. Ceremony was really gracefully by the presence of Cdr (Retd) SJ Singh, President Edn.

Workshop Sessions and Discussion:
(Day 1- November 10, 2017):

First day of session was 02:30 pm to 05:30 pm with the senior teachers of school. Discussion points were

- CBSE’s Restored Scheme of Assessment for Class IX and X
- CBSE’s Uniform Assessment Policy for Classes VI to IX
- Blooms Taxonomy of Learning Objectives
- Question Paper Setting based on Blooms
- CBSE’s Question Paper Design and
- Preparing Blue Print of a Question Paper
(Day 2- November 11, 2017):

First day of session was 08:00 pm to 04:00 pm and discussion points were

✓ Preparing Sample Question Papers
✓ Question Bank for Board Bound Classes
✓ Presentations and Plenary Session

Closing:
Closing of the workshop was held on November 11, 2017 at 04:00 pm with the analysis of activities done during the workshop.

Some Reflection of participants:

It was a wonderful programme to learn how to deal with the students in the classroom. The trainer discussed about the new class promotion policy of CBSE. It was also taught how to prepare the blueprint of question paper and designing the question paper according to the Bloom taxonomy.

Primary teachers were taught about the play way method and other techniques of teaching which were very important to know for them.

I commit it, if teachers apply the guidelines in day to day teaching, they will enhance their efficiency.

- Rajiv Bhargava

I have learnt more and more by attending this workshop and came to know the new guidelines of CBSE. The way she delivered her ideas, I became more comfortable to understand everything.

In future, I hope that this type of workshop should take place time to time.

- Ajay Garg

We always believe there should be a training programme to polish our teaching learning process in class-room at early child level by this programme. We have learnt about to handle the situations and how is the hurdle of the classroom teaching. The workshop greatly expands our understanding of mindfulness and gave of great understanding of how it can be used to develop student’s all-around development. Through this workshop we learnt new activities to teach the students of primary level. How can we develop their physical and mental skill. Mam taught us so many games through which we can improve the different skills in students. How to make a class more interactive and how can we get the proper attention without any negative comment. At last, we all are very thankful to our Principal sir and Ms Rashmi Chari Ji for this workshop.

- Satakshi Varun
Good teachers become great teachers by going beyond the call of duty and beyond the textbook. To do this, he or she must continue their education. There are conferences, workshops, and continuing education that could give the teacher that extra help in technology for their students. Keeping this in mind our management organised a two days long workshop for the us. I could find Ms Chari, the best resource person of workshop I attended ever.

After this workshop I could understand there are many things that we as educators and future administrators can do to further our education and increase our ability and the ability of our students. Technology can play a vital role in the same as every organisation is running its website to update the knowledge of its stakeholders. Few benefits of this workshop are:

✔ Online resources available on website of CBSE, NCERT etc.
✔ Implementation of Blooms technology in question paper development.
✔ Research-based strategic learning and teaching practices.
✔ Learn to empower students to take responsibility for their own happiness and success.
✔ Collaborate with colleagues on best practices.
✔ Practice practical classroom strategies you can use in your classroom tomorrow.
✔ Explore classroom issues that impede student success and learn how to deal with them.
✔ Learn how to incorporate learning strategies into content coursework.
✔ Had a great time!

I would like to thank to management with hope that this kind of workshop will be a regular affair in school.

- Om Prakash